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What a successful technical person is and does



A bit of personal background



Various career paths



Choosing an employer



Once you start working



Summary





Produces solutions to hard problems
Employs appropriate tools along path to solution
Thinks about the entire solution path




Relates technical subjects to people’s needs




technical expertise alone is not sufficient

Employs knowledge that goes beyond the technical




abstract ideas through production implementation

liberal arts are very important to success

Communicates outside the immediate peer group


helps non-technical people understand value of result

Business
Management






Business
Development

Business
Administration

Business
Execution

Each are critical to the business.
All have to work together smoothly.
Need to explain successes and issues in terms others understand.
Otherwise, others can not appreciate successes nor help with issues.
No understanding --> no appreciation --> no use --> no funding --> no job





Ability to think
Creativity and intuition
Appropriate education and training




“Soft” subjects




“education” and “training” are not the same things
philosophy and psychology

Interpersonal communication



reading and listening
writing and speaking






Having only domain knowledge and skills is not enough
Career success requires the soft subjects mentioned earlier
In the end, it is people and their needs that matter
Technical subjects are secondary











necessary but insufficient

If peoples needs are not satisfied, success not achieved
Companies hire because they believe the person can
contribute to the bottom line (profit) of the company
If contribution is not there, that person has no career
Profits come to a company when customers’ needs are
satisfied, when difficult problems get solved
Then the customer says, “We need more of that”
This is what leads to career success, not just being smart












As a late bloomer, my path was not direct
Could not handle college prep in high school
Could hardly pass arithmetic test though high school junior year
Lucky to meet a teacher from Greece who took me under his wing
Too immature to start college right after high school
Too poor anyway - Parents could no way afford to help
Enlisted in military instead
Grew up a lot - saved money - earned scholarship
Departed military - started college
Spent 13 years earning four technical degrees







AS
BS
MS
Ph.D.

Electronics Engineering Technology
Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science

1975
1979
1980
2003

Each degree completed with no debt and money in the bank








Grew up in the rural deep woods of the deep south
Parents earned GED late in life
Enlisted in military
Earned partial undergraduate scholarship
Worked half time (computer programming consultant)
Attended full time classes






Earned full scholarship to 1.5 years of graduate school





6 years, 12 months out of the year for undergraduate degree
spent tremendous amount of extra time in the laboratory
published two peer-reviewed papers as undergraduate

began graduate school while still working on undergraduate degree

Company provided partial scholarship for terminal degree
So, birth is not what matters



How hard are you willing to work?
Do you do more than is assigned?

How persistent are you?
Do you take initiative?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.

customer service
programming
training
marketing
supervisory
managerial

1.
2.
3.

technician
degreed practitioner
research and development

told exactly what to do and how to do it
given a problem to solve
has to figure out what problem to solve
leads others in discovering and solving difficult technical issues

Skills/Jobs Triangle
Fewer jobs but
even fewer people

If you want to be in
demand, acquire skills
that few people have, to
do essential jobs.

Less jobs but balance between
people and jobs

Lots of jobs but more people than jobs

Disadvantages






Have to really know your way around to find the jobs
Must be good at selling yourself
Need an independent streak to rise above the crowd
Where the jobs are, you need to be
Beware of becoming overly specialized

Advantages




Solid job opportunities at high pay
Tenure is excellent
Companies can not find and keep enough good people


regardless of job market

Of course benefits and pay matter
Career success comes from working for solid companies
What do I personally look for?







vision from which measurable performance metrics can be derived



strong corporate desire to achieve that vision



focus applied to important activities so that vision can be achieved



funding to proceed so that time is not fragmented to the point
where nothing meaningful can be accomplished







You have little to no experience - What should you talk about?
What separates you from all the other inexperienced students?
What have you accomplished that matters?
Business are looking for that spark, that promise of success
Talk about how well you have served






Talk about what you have achieved





Eagle Scout, Civil Air Patrol Certificate of Proficiency, Adult Black Belt
Club Officer, Sports Team Captain, Girl Scouts Gold Award
volunteer work -- those are examples, there are many others
publications in peer-reviewed literature, senior project, lab projects
personal initiatives, internship results, relevant part-time work

Avoid making big deal out of small things



know the company you are applying to, what business they are they in
don’t emphasize things one is expected to have learned already
 ex: office automation tools, programming in Basic, simple computer use, …

Ask Yourself:


How can I be worth more to this company?



What new things should I learn?



How can I help this company achieve more in less time?



In what ways can I help cut costs while increasing
profitability and quality?



What new systems could I implement?



What new things/ideas/approaches could I implement that
would give this company a competitive edge?

Robins, Anthony (1994) “Giant Steps”. NY,NY: Simon & Schuster, p 366.



One hears the litany of minimalism every day






Minimalists want the fruit of toil without the toil
Mediocrity is the result
Catering to minimalists yields lowest common denominator








what is the least I can do to get by

they do not reach the success of which they are capable
they do not raise the general level of their groups
they achieve no satisfaction from life, only frustration
they create downward cycle of incompetence, failure, low self-esteem

Don’t let this cancer eat away at your character and career
Don’t just go through the motions, be passionate


if you want to be passionate and successful, associate with passionate
and successful people, stay away from minimalists

Kelly, Mattthew (2004) “The Rhythm of Life”. NY,NY: Simon & Schuster, pp 104-108.



Here is a quote from long ago that bears well on our future vision and
our path to that vision.
The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high and we miss it,
but that it is too low and we reach it.

- Michelangelo (as quoted in Linux Journal, Jan 01, p 8)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Another good quote bears on one's selection of career.
If lots of things were easy, anyone and everyone would do them. The term for
this, commoditization, really means nobody makes any money doing it. It's the
hard that keeps average participants away from some things, and makes the
effort of the few who tackle the problem and deliver results valuable. The way to
financial success is to take something hard, so much so, few other people can do
it, and make it look easy.

- Don Dingee, Industrial Embedded Systems, Spring/Summer 2006, v 2, # 1, p 7



Sometimes well-managed risk is necessary.
The person who gets the farthest is generally the one who is willing to do and
dare. The sure-thing boat never gets far from shore.

– Dale Carnegie
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Performance ethic has a lot to do with success.
The number one rule is simple. You've got to go above and beyond your job
description. If you just do your job, you don't get a raise and you don't get a
bonus; you get a paycheck.
- SmartMoney magazine from Wall Street Journal.

http://www.smartmoney.com/mag/index.cfm?story=march2006-millionaire&pgnum=6



Study, Learn, Demonstrate, Document, Publish, Apply



Transition from theory and abstract thoughts to
production reality



Strike a Balance

technology push:
vs.
 technology pull:





Original ideas
What funders say they want

Think independently but solve funders’ problems
Know their goals, critical missions, arenas of activity
gives basis for original ideas, suggestions, and
recommendations
 establishes trust if done with a focus on the funder
 focus on what THEY want and need




Your performance ethic makes all the difference







Synergy with all components of your organization matters







be proactive, not just responding to what you are told to do

Career success awaits only your active involvement




business management
business development
business administration
business execution

Fulfill requirements but don’t just turn the crank




study
learn
work
produce

get out there and show what you are made of

Dreams come true when preparation, opportunity, decision,
and action meet

